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EDITORIAL

V.GUYOTON/MARINE NATIONALE

Stronger together!
EURONAVAL 2016 is now far behind us and its impact is
clearly visible. With 400 exhibitors, 129 delegations and
more than 23,000 visits, the exhibition was exceptional, dy-
namic and convivial at all times. From 17th to 21st October,
the world’s leading naval forces and coast guards gathered
in Paris to exchange views and prepare the future.

Thank you to the exhibitors from 34 countries and to the
official delegations of 64 nationalities for making EURO-
NAVAL, once again, the world’s leading naval defence
exhibition. We look forward to seeing you in Paris-Le Bour-
get from 22nd to 26th October 2018 for EURONAVAL 2018.

Until then, we would like to keep in touch through our maga-
zine, NAVAL DEFENCE LINK, which will keep you informed about naval
industry news and help you to best prepare your next EURONAVAL 2018
exhibition.

Thanks to NAVAL DEFENCE LINK, communicate with the world’s largest
naval defence community.

If you represent a company or a naval force and you want to inform the
EURONAVAL community about your latest news, send your text and pho-
tos to navaldefencelink@euronaval.fr.  Stronger together!

Hugues D'ARGENTRÉ
EURONAVAL Managing Director
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The new frigate features the same
stealthy lines as the FREMM or La
Fayette frigates.
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BELH@RRA:
THE NEW FRENCH FRIGATE

DCNS
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AT THE EURONAVAL SHOW IN OCTOBER 2016, DCNS
AND THE FRENCH DEFENCE PROCUREMENT AGENCY
DGA PRESENTED A NEW 4,000T FRIGATE CONCEPT.
THIS “INTERMEDIATE SIZED FRIGATE”, DESIGNATED
FTI IN THE VERSION DESTINED FOR THE FRENCH
NAVY, IS BEING OFFERED FOR EXPORT UNDER THE
DESIGNATION BELH@RRA.

DCNS
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F
ollowing on from the FREMM
multi-mission frigates, DCNS
continues to innovate in surface
ships. In response to the needs of
the French Navy and to fill out

the product line for the export market, the
two partners have developed this new ship
which is a compromise between proven tech-
nologies and innovations. 

COMPACT,
HEAVILY ARMED

The FTI/Belh@rra frigates will be com-
pact and heavily armed, capable of perfor-
ming long-duration missions either
autonomously or as part of a squadron. They
will be designed for green and blue water
operations, performing missions ranging from
maritime surveillance to high-intensity com-
bat. In the DCNS product line, they lie bet-
ween the FREMM (6,000t) and the Gowind
corvette (2,500-3,000t).

In the French Navy, the FTI will comple-
ment the capacities offered by the two “For-
bin” anti-air frigates and the eight
“Aquitaine” multi-mission frigates. They will
eventually replace the “La Fayette”-type
stealth frigates. The first FTI for the French
Navy is scheduled for delivery in 2023, with
subsequent ships being handed over at a rate
of one every 16-18 months.

DESIGNED TO EVOLVE
The overall architecture features the same

stealth shaping as all DCNS ships since the
“La Fayette”. However, the new ship also fea-
tures a new, slightly inverted bow and a single
mast including multiple systems.

4 fixed antennas

12MODULES
comprising 8
subassemblies

Airspace surveillance up to :
500 KM

tracks
monitored
simultaneously800

SEA FIRE

SEA FIRE RADAR
The Sea Fire radar developed by
Thales will constitute one of the
most innovative systems on the FTI.
For the first time, a French Navy ship
will be fitted with a radar comprising
four antennas on fixed panels. The
Sea Fire is an all-digital S-band
AESA radar. Each panel can activate
100 beams, thus ensuring a very high
refresh rate and excellent target
tracking capacity. It is designed to
simultaneously monitor more than
800 tracks. The objective is to “close
the self-defence dome” around the
ship, particularly against new threats
(anti-ship ballistic missiles and
hypersonic missiles). For Thales, the
strength of the radars resides to a
great extent in the performance of

the data processing software.
Progressive software upgrades will
make it possible to improve radar
performance throughout the life
cycle. The multi-mission Sea Fire
can monitor airspace out to 500km
(e.g. against ballistic missiles), with
surface surveillance up to 80km. It
will provide the fire control function
for the Aster 30 missiles. The Sea
Fire can also serve as a weather
radar. Another advantage is ease of
maintenance. The workload in terms
of operational maintenance at sea
will be greatly reduced. Each of the
four panels will feature 12 modules,
each comprising eight series-
produced subassemblies that can be
readily replaced.

THALES
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The main innovations are concealed inside the
ship. According to DCNS, it is the first warship
designed by digital natives, i.e. featuring very high
data-processing capacities. Future upgrades have
been taken into account from the design stage.
The objective is to prepare for the integration of
new technologies which will be progressively
added over the ships’ 40-year service life. The
FTI/Belh@rra will be fitted with the DCNS
SETIS combat system from the outset — an ar-
chitecture that has been proven and constantly
improved on French Navy ships.
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The Belh@rra frigate will be able to
accommodate a 10t class helicopter like
the NH90.
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MULTI MISSION

The multi-mission FTI will be equip-
ped with a broad range of weapons and
sensors. For anti-submarine missions, the
FTI will be equipped with the Thales
CAPTAS-4 compact sonar, offering the
same long-range detection capability as
the system on the FREMM while occu-
pying 50% of the deck space and weighing
20% less. They will also be equipped with
a hull sonar and will be able to launch
MU-90 torpedoes. Weapons will also in-
clude two arrays of eight Aster 30 air de-
fence missiles and eight MBDA Exocet
anti-ship missiles, one 76mm gun and two
tele-operated 20mm guns. All these wea-
pons and sensors will be integrated into

the DCNS SETIS combat system. They
can be adapted to the requirements of ex-
port customers. For example, it will be
possible to integrate a 127mm gun. The
number of vertical-launch missile cells can
also be adapted. The size of the ships can
be varied to meet the demands of future
users. Length can vary from 118m to
137m, and the crew size ranges from 125
to 145.

Like all modern ships, the Belh@rra/FTI
will be designed to embark a navalised he-
licopter. The new 4,000t frigate will be
equipped with a landing deck and hangar
sized to accommodate an NH-90 (10t
class) helicopter. It will be the first French-
designed ship conceived from the outset to

carry an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV).
Alongside physical space for the UAVs
(hangar space, tailored platform), provision
will be made for data links and integration
into the combat system.

In addition to the new radar (see box),
Thales has announced that the FTI will be
equipped with the Aquilon communica-
tion system. This system is built around an
IP architecture offering all the voice and
data services need for the full range of in-
ternal and external communications.
Thales will also supply the Sentinel elec-
tronic warfare system featuring an all-digi-
tal electronic architecture capable of
precisely identifying threats, including ra-
pidly evolving threats.  ■

BELH@RRA

118-137
metres  long

4000 TONNES
DISPLACEMENT

125-145 
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The Belh@rra frigates will
be heavily armed with a
76mm cannon, vertical
launch systems, anti-ship
missiles and lightweight
torpedoes.

CREW
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CV
CVN: Nuclear-powered aircraft carrier
CV:  Conventional-powered aircraft carrier
LSD, LHD, LHA, BPE, BPC, LH:  Amphibious assault ship 

CVN

BRAZIL

1 CV
“São Paulo”

( ex Foch)

1 LSD
“Bahia”

( ex Siroco)

SPAIN
3 BPE
“Juan Carlos”

1 LSD
“Galicia”

ALGERIA
1 LPD

“Kalaat Béni Abbès”

 
  

FRANCE

1 CVN
“Charles de Gaulle”

3 BPC
“Mistral”

UNITED STATES

10 CVN
“Nimitz”

2 CVN
“Gerald R.Ford”

(under construction )

8 LHD
“Wasp”

2 LHA
“America”

9 LPD
“San Antonio”

(+ 3 ordered or under construction)

ITALY

1 CV
“Cavour”

1 CV
“Garibaldi”

2 LSD
“San Giorgio”

1 LSD
“San Giusto”

UNITE  

2 
“Que  

  

 
2 
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EUROPE

CHILE
1 LSD
“Sargento Aldea”

( ex Foudre)
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 CARRIERS
WIDE

AFRICA

ASIA

OCEANIA

TURKEY
1 BPE

“Juan Carlo” type 
(under construction )

EGYPT
2 BPC

« Mistral »

RUSSIA
1 CV
“Kuznetzov “

THAILAND
1 CV

“Chakri Naruebet”

SOUTH KOREA
3 LDP

“Dokdo”

AUSTRALIA
1 BPE

“Canberra”

INDIA
1 CV

“Vikramaditya”

1 CV
“Vikrant”

(under construction )

CHINA
1 CV
“Liaoning”

2 CV
(under construction )

UNITED KINGDOM

2 CV
“Queen Elizabeth”

(under construction )

1 LH
“Ocean”

2 LSD
”“Albion”

JAPAN
2 DH

“Izumo”

2 DH
“Hyuga”)

3 LSD
“Oosumi”
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AIRBUS HELICOPTERS AND DCNS
TEAM UP ON SHIPBORNE DRONE 

AIRBUS HELICOPTERS
AND DCNS HAVE
LAUNCHED
DEVELOPMENT OF A
SHIPBORNE ROTARY
WING DRONE. 

T his program is developped in
response to the French Navy
requirement for the tactical
segment of the SDAM (Sys-

tème de Drone Aérien pour la Ma-
rine, or Navy Aerial Drone System)
programme). 
The system will be based on the

VSR700, a 700kg vehicle based on
the Hélicoptères Guimbal Cabri G2.
It will be powered by a diesel en-
gine. The G2’s cockpit will be used to
install control systems and sensors.
The vehicle will be equipped with a
harpoon (system used to secure the
helicopter to the landing grid in the

middle of the helicopter flight deck
on a warship). Airbus Helicopters
explains that it will be possible to
disassemble the tail boom in around
20 minutes to accommodate the
VSR 700 in a hangar alongside a
manned helicopter. 
In terms of the platform’s resis-

tance to the naval environment,
Guimbal and Airbus Helicopters
will be able to rely on feedback from
Cabri G2 operations on fishing ves-
sels. The VSR700 will be designed to
simultaneously carry three sensors,
including a FLIR turret and a radar.
Airbus Helicopters will be responsi-
ble for adapting the VSR700 to the
naval environment based on the ex-
perience of DCNS in this domain.
The two partners will work on inte-
gration of the drone onboard the
warship. This will include physical
integration (aviation facilities, data

link …) and integration into the com-
bat system.
Development of the VSR700 is

just getting under way. The first
flight of the prototype is scheduled
for 2018. The aim is to obtain mili-
tary certification in 2019 in order to
launch series production and deli-
ver the first operational VSR700s in
2020. ■

The VSR700will be
integrated into the
warship’s combat system.
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INDONESIA’S FIRST SIGMA CLASS FRIGATE DELIVERED 

The Damen group and its partner PT PAL have delivered the
“Perusak Kawal Rudal” frigate to the Indonesian ministry of
defence. The ship is the first of two ordered in December 2012.
The Perusak Kawal Rudal is a Sigma 10514-type multi-
mission frigate designed for maritime security, sea rescue
and humanitarian support missions as well as for conven-
tional combat operations. The Perusak Kawal Rudal is
105m long and displaces 2,365t. Weapons comprise a
76mm gun, torpedo launch tubes and vertical launch mis-
sile cells. The ship is also equipped with a Smart-S radar

and a DTIR 1.2 Mk2 fire control system.
The ship is built up from six modules, with construction
split between the Netherlands and Indonesia. Four modules
were built by the PT PAL shipyard, while Damen built the
propulsion module and the module containing the bridge
and the operations centre in the Netherlands. The latter
were transported to Indonesia for final assembly.
A second frigate of the same type is under construction. It
is expected to start sea trials in May 2017, with delivery to
follow at the end of the year. n

ROYAL NAVY RECEIVES
FIRST TIDE CLASS TANKER
The Royal Navy has taken delivery of the first Tide class
auxiliary tanker. The ship, named “Tidespring”, was built by
South Korean shipyard DSME. It is the first of a batch of
four ships ordered under the Military Afloat Reach and
Sustainability (MARS) programme.

The Tide class tankers
will be operated by the
Royal Fleet Auxiliary.

The Tide class ships are 200m long, displace 37,000t and are man-
ned by a crew of 63 people. These fast fleet tankers were developed
by BMT Defence Services, based on the Aegir concept. They are de-
rived from double-hull civil designs in accordance with MARPOL
regulations. They are equipped with CODELOD-type propulsion,
combining electric and diesel systems.
The Tide class tankers will be operated by the Royal Fleet Auxiliary.
The second ship in the series, named “Tiderace” is currently under-
going sea trials, while the “Tidesurge” and “Tideforce” are still in
construction in South Korea.. n

DSNS

BMT DEFENCE SERVICES
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Mine warfare is of key importance for
naval forces. In addition to traditional
mines designed for military applica-
tions, the appearance of improvised

systems has multiplied the threat. 

OUT WITH THE OLD
Nonetheless, mine warfare systems and methods
have remained globally unchanged for almost 50
years. Naval forces still widely use ships specially
designed for mine warfare with wooden or com-
posite hulls compatible with the use of hull-
mounted sonar or remotely piloted vehicles for
mine detection, identification and classification.
However, sonar distance and resolution are inver-
sely proportional – as the range of a sonar in-
creases, resolution decreases. Consequently, it is
necessary to be close to a mine to precisely detect
or identify it. Mines are destroyed using expen-
dable vehicles or, most often, divers. 

This operating technique exposes both the mine-
hunter, which is obliged to enter the minefield to
perform detection, and the divers who need to
work in contact with the mine or explosive device
in order to neutralize it. Not to mention that di-
vers are exposed to risk on any operation under
water.

INTEGRATED
AUTONOMOUS SOLUTION
EBased on the development of autonomous ve-
hicles, ECA has come up with an integrated so-
lution using several drones that are capable of
penetrating the danger zone, detecting and clas-
sifying the mines, and neutralising them.

The UMIS solution comprises first of all an un-
manned surface vessel (USV), the Inspector Mk2.
This vessel can be controlled remotely, which
avoids exposing the crew to the minefield. The
Inspector Mk2 features a very low magnetic si-
gnature and a very precise navigation system.
Its first mission is to perform a rapid evaluation
of the environment. The bow is equipped with a
high-resolution mobile sonar to detect the
mines. 

Mine identification is then performed using the
Seascan Mk2 autonomous underwater vehicle
(AUV) which can be autonomously deployed from
a ramp at the rear of the Inspector Mk2. The Seas-
can Mk2 is a light, stable vehicle. It is equipped
with acoustic sensors and a video camera. It can
also approach the suspect object to identify it. 

The Inspector Mk2 can also carry and deploy the
K-Ster C mine neutralization system – an un-
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ECA PROPOSES UMIS
MINE COUNTERMEASURE SYSTEM

ECA HAS DEVELOPED A MINE
COUNTERMEASURE (MCM)
UNMANNED SYSTEM
COMPRISING A SURFACE
VESSEL EQUIPPED WITH
DETECTION SYSTEMS THAT IS
CAPABLE OF DEPLOYING
UNDERWATER VEHICLES.

The A9 autonomous
underwater vehicle can be
used in combination with the
UMIS system.
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The Inspector Mk2 is
equipped with an automatic
deployment system for
underwater vehicles.
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derwater vehicle carrying a shaped charge in a
tiltable head to detonate the mine. According to
ECA, the simultaneous use of multiple UMIS
systems can reduce the duration of mine-clea-
ring operations by a factor of three.

FIRST CUSTOMER
For greater effectiveness, UMIS can be used in
conjunction with other ECA underwater vehicles,
such as the A9-M or A18-M which are fitted with
sonar for mine detection. The use of unmanned
aerial vehicles is also possible to complement the
detection capacities of the system.

According to the manufacturer, the UMIS system
is faster, safer, more effective and also cheaper than
traditional systems. The UMIS concept has already
made an impression – ECA announced the deli-
very of one system to a first customer in 2016. ■
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In early 2017, several MU90s were launched du-
ring Exercise Ocean Explorer off the western
coast of Australia. The torpedoes were launched
by the frigate HMAS Melbourne with support

from the submarine HMAS Dechaineux. A total of
three launch exercises were carried out. 

The exercises were organised and supervised by the
Australian Maritime Warfare Centre to test the per-
formance of the MU90 against a submarine. In this
type of exercise, anti-submarine weapons are often
fired at acoustic targets. The objective in this case
was to test the MU90 under more realistic condi-
tions, in the presence of a submarine. Data collected
during the tests will help the Australian Maritime
Warfare Centre to develop new tactics to optimise
employment of the MU90 by the RAN.

THE ROYAL AUSTRALIAN NAVY (RAN)
PERFORMED THE FIRST LAUNCH OF A �BATTLE
READY� MU90 LIGHT TORPEDO IN 2013. SINCE
THEN, THE RAN HAS BEEN DEVELOPING
OPERATING PROCEDURES AND DEFINING THE
CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS.

The Australian Navy  has been
developing the concept of operations for
the MU90 light torpedo since 2013.

16 NDL/04 - AVRIL 2017LINK
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MU90: “FULL-SCALE”
TRIALS IN AUSTRALIA

ROYAL AUSTRALIAN NAVY
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ACTUALITÉ

US NAVY TESTS
HELLFIRE MISSILE
ON LCS
In early March 2017, the U.S. Navy per-
formed the first tests of the AGM-114L
Longbow missile on a Littoral Combat
Ship (LCS). For the purpose of these
tests, vertical launch systems were in-
tegrated onboard the USS Detroit
(LCS-7).

Ultimately, these missiles could com-
plement the self-protection weapons
of the LCS against swarming boat at-
tacks. For now, the LCS is protected by
its main 57mm cannon on the fore deck
and a pair of 30mm Bushmaster can-
nons located aft of the superstructure.
The Longbow, which was originally de-
veloped as a helicopter-launched anti-
armour weapon, would allow the ships
to engage targets at greater range.

It is the first time that a vertical launch
missile has been tested on the LCS. The
weapon is planned to be integrated
under the surface warfare (SUW) mis-
sion module of the LCS programme.
The U.S. Navy is also looking to inte-
grate cruise missiles or anti-ship mis-
siles on the LCS. Harpoon and
Kongsberg NSM missiles have already
been test-launched from LCS ships.

TKMS, KONGSBERG AND
ATLAS ELEKTRONIK TEAM
UP ON SUBMARINES
In February 2017, Norway announced a
“strategic” partnership with Germany’s
TKMS for the acquisition and support of
a new class of submarines. The latter will
be derived from the Type 212A vessels in
service with the Germany Navy. The new
submarines will be designated 212NG
(Norway-Germany/Next Generation) and

are scheduled for delivery over the period
2020-30.
In early March 2017, TKMS announced a
partnership with Norway’s Kongsberg
and Atlas Elektronik to develop the new
submarines. The three partners will esta-
blish a new joint venture company to be
based in Norway. This company will be
responsible, among other things, for the
development, production and mainte-
nance of combat systems for the future
submarines. ■

Hellfire missile fired from
a vertical launch system. 

USS Detroit.

ROYAL AUSTRALIAN NAVY
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NEWS

FIRST GOWIND
2500 STARTS
SEA TRIALS
The first DCNS Gowind 2500 corvette,
built in Lorient, started initial sea trials in
March 2017. According to the builder, the
trials were a success. The French Navy
has operated a Gowind class patrol ves-
sel, L’Adroit, since 2012.
Egypt and Malaysia have placed orders
for a total of 10 Gowind 2500-type ships.
The Gowind 2500 is 102m long, displaces
2,600t and has a crew of 80.
The Gowind 2500s are equipped with the
DCNS SETIS combat system and an inte-
grated mast linked to the operations cen-
tre as part of the Panoramic Sensors And
Intelligence Module (PSIM). The Gowind
corvettes are multi-mission ships that
can be equipped with a broad range of
weapons.

DC
NS
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INDIAN SCORPÈNE
FIRES FIRST EXOCET
DCNS has announced that the Indian Navy completed its
first launch of an SM39 anti-ship missile from its first Scor-
pène submarine on 2nd March. The missile was launched
from the “Kalvari", a French-designed submarine built in
India in collaboration with DCNS. The test took place in the
Arabian Sea and the missile scored a direct hit on its target.
India has ordered six Kalvari class conventional sub-
marines, equipped with MBDA’s SM39, a version of the
Exocet missile designed to be launched from a sub-
merged submarine.
The missile is housed inside a watertight capsule, similar
to a torpedo. On reaching the surface, the capsule is ejected
and the missile's motor is ignited. Inertial guidance is used
for the initial phase of flight, with an active radar seeker ta-
king over for the final phase. This type of missile can be
used to neutralise surface targets “at extended ranges”.
The test marks a significant step forward for this new
class of submarines which are eagerly awaited by the
Indian Navy. n

The ATR72MP is derived
from the ATR72ASW
shown here.

For the first time since entering service
in December 2016, the Leonardo
ATR72MP maritime patrol aircraft has
been displayed outside Italy. An Italian
Air Force example was on show in Ma-
laysia at the Langkawi show at the end
of March.
The ATR72MP has been developed on
the basis of the civil ATR72MP airframe
and is derived from the ASW variant
proposed to Turkey. The aircraft offers
10 hours’ endurance.

In order to perform maritime surveil-
lance and sea rescue missions, the
ATR72MP has been equipped with Leo-
nardo’s ATMOS mission system.
This maritime patrol version of the ATR
is equipped with the Seaspray 7300E
EASA radar, which includes an IFF in-
terrogator. It is also fitted with an AIS
system, a Star Safire HD electro-optical
turret, and an Elettronica ELT800V2
ESM electronic warfare system inclu-
ding a self-protection suite derived

from that of the C-27J Spartan. The
communication system includes Link
11 and Link 16 and a Ku/Ka-band SAT-
COM system.
In its standard configuration, the
ATR72MP is not equipped with ASW
systems, though it is possible to in-
tegrate dedicated equipment, inclu-
ding sonobuoys, as well as a
magnetic anomaly detector and two
external hardpoints for Mk 46 or Mk
54 torpedoes. n

LEONARDO PRESENTS NEW MARITIME
PATROL AIRCRAFT IN MALAYSIA 
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Vincent Bouvier
General Secretary of the Sea

The primary function of the General Secretariat of
the Sea, which was created in 1995 and reports di-
rectly to the French Prime Minister is to coordi-
nate maritime policy.

Context, threats and challenges
l Threats affecting maritime security have three
main characteristics.

First, they are multiple: terrorism, piracy, arms and
drug traffickingmigratory pressures, illegal fishing.
Despite this multiplicity, they can be interconnec-
ted. There is no separation between actors and il-
legal activities. For example, drug trafficking
contributes to financing of terrorist organisations.
One could call this the threat porosity. Finally, they
are all showing alarming growth. Piracy and terro-
rism are steadily increasing the degree of milita-
risation of the State’s action at sea. Security issues
are becoming important.

Methods and resources
l The French vision of the coast guard function is
based on coordination between all the depart-
ments involved in the different sectors of State ac-
tion at sea, and the pooling of assets. France has
not created a specific coast guard service. This
flexible and pragmatic choice not only seemed to
offer the most effective use of public funds; it also
appears to be the most effective, in that it fits the
characteristics of the threat: the intensity, the va-
riety of domains and actors and its porosity.

Measures have been taken concerning security of
transport and ports, as well as access control to
ships. These need to be reinforced and developed
further. Particular attention has been paid to the
preservation of our maritime assets and our inter-
vention capabilities.

These measures also fit in with European and in-
ternational efforts.

The European Union’s decision to create a Euro-
pean coast guard function requires a contribution
of manpower and assets, as well as harmonisation
of information and surveillance systems and ope-
rational coordination in crisis management.
France is actively involved in this construction.

France’s action is also aligned with international ef-
forts. France is associated with UN efforts, e.g. to coun-
ter arms trafficking in the direction of Libya.

17TH - 21ST OCTOBER 2016
PARIS LE BOURGET - FRANCE

EURONAVAL

CONFERENCE HIGHLIGHTS

“Today, maritime security is multi-
dimensional. The French Navy pro-
tects ports and the routes leading
to them, as well as economic zones.
It fights against illicit trafficking
that occurs on these routes. It car-
ries out a number of other mis-
sions. The Euronaval exhibition is
an excellent illustration of the
number of different ways maritime
security can be defined. We are
witnessing a new era on the high

seas. As sailors, we have a duty to bear
witness to what we are seeing in order to provide convincing evidence of
this changing age. It is likely that future combat takes place offshore. It will
require strategic depth. It is our duty to prepare for this. As industrialists
well know, preparation takes time: one or several decades. By keeping these
timelines in mind, on behalf of the French Navy I am ensuring there is a ba-
lance between its maritime security needs and its high intensity needs.”

Concerning technology, industry needs to pursue its efforts to develop solu-
tions for civil and military users.
Some organisational solutions offer good examples: MSCHOA, managed by
the EU in the next phase of the EUNAVFOR Atalanta operations; regional
mechnisms such as SHADE (Shared Awareness and Deconfliction) on infor-
mation sharing for the Indian Ocean and Mediterranean; cooperation between
civil and military partners in development of the sector (Best Management
Practices, BMP) for ships in transit in the Indian Ocean — a success that should
be developed in all regions where threats of this type exist; establishment of
a coast guard and border surveillance agency that will be part of the existing
Frontex egency but with extended missions and national authorities to ma-
nage borders.
Coastal operations, which contribute to border protection or involve police
intervention, should be primarily performed using low-intensity assets, with
minimum use of blue water assets. Low-intensity assets should constitute
the backbone of these maritime forces which are involved in or contribute to
the reinforcement of the capacities of local maritime forces. The same applies
to the employment of aerial surveillance assets.

ROUND TABLE  

“TOGETHER FOR SAFE
AND SECURE OCEANS”
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ADMIRAL CHRISTOPHE PRAZUCK,
CHIEF OF STAFF OF THE NAVY 

«Today, maritime security
is multidimensional. »
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Mr Domecq called for more cooperation
between Member States on European pro-
grams and the development of the next ge-
neration of platforms. 

“The current scattered approach is ultima-
tely putting at risk the very survival of our
naval industry (…) European navies operate
20 different types of frigate, four different
types of aircraft carrier, and multiple types
of support ships and MCM Vessels. This si-
tuation is no longer affordable”, he said.

“There is no need to develop a ‘one size
fits all’ solution. But we do need a full,
frank, fair and mutual analysis of com-
mon gaps, common requirements and
respective investments made at national
and multinational level by Member
States, including on high-end capabili-
ties”, the EDA Chief said.

He called on Member States that face si-
milar regional or procurement challenges
to agree on common platforms with an
open architecture approach for subsys-
tems. “And I would like to encourage indus-
trial stakeholders not to be afraid about
competition nor about possible European
consolidation”, he stated.

EDA tools available
Tools developed within EDA like the Col-
laborative Database are unique instru-
ments to identify the business case for
cooperative capability developments.

45 collaborative opportunities for naval
platforms have already been identified
such as ‘surface combatants’, ‘submarines’,
‘maritime patrol vessels’ or ‘auxiliary ships
for logistics support’ but also specific naval
assets such as ‘maritime patrol aircraft’
and ‘naval helicopters’ or capabilities like
‘naval radars’, ‘sonars’, ‘naval air and missile
defence’ and ‘ship protection’.

In particular, the capability of replenish-
ment at sea and logistic support are essen-
tial. Many of the Member States share a
common need for improved endurance at
sea. “Applying a model like the European
Air Transport Command (ETAC) can be of
interest”, Mr Domecq said.

Increased R&T needed
Mr Domecq also said that European
naval forces have probably never been
confronted with security challenges as

big as today, ranging from territorial pro-
tection to dealing with refugee crises and
combatting criminal trafficking networks
in the Mediterranean and the Aegean Sea.

He recalled that the recent EU Global Stra-
tegy explicitly highlights the importance of
maritime security which will also be part
of the upcoming revision of the Capability
Development Plan (CDP) for which the
EDA will seek a mandate by Defence Mi-
nisters in November.

Regarding the CDP revision, Mr Domecq
insisted on the need to ensure strong in-
teraction between the naval industry and
research and technologies (R&T) commu-
nity. “These efforts have to lead to an in-
creased R&T commitment, either on an
intergovernmental level through the Eu-
ropean Defence Agency or on the basis of
the future Preparatory Action and the Eu-
ropean Defence Research Programme
(EDRP). It’s paramount that we push ahead
with innovation on disruptive technolo-
gies”, the EDA Chief Executive said.

Jorge DOMECQ
Chief Executive of the European Defence Agency
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Thales has assembled a multi-discipline project team at its Brest site to develop a
new concept of multi-mission naval system. Launched during the 2016 Euronaval
Exhibition, the AUSS (Autonomous Underwater Surface System) is an underwater
vehicle that can also operate on the surface. The range of applications for this type
of system is vast: surveillance, mine countermeasures, undersea warfare… 

CONVINCING: The AUSS is not a
response to a formal naval requirement.
It was conceived by a team of engineers
given free rein to design a revolutionary
system. However, the idea has attracted
strong interest from navies.

PHOTOS : US NAVY

TORPEDO: The AUSS has a hull
diameter of 21 inches, allowing it to be
launched from a submarine torpedo
tube. The vehicle is 5.5m long and
weighs 600kg.

FUNCTIONAL PROTOTYPE: Thales launched AUSS
development work as an internally funded project
around two years ago. A functional prototype is
currently in testing. Thales is using the Roadstead of
Brest to perform full-scale trials.

AUSS: 
LONG-ENDURANCE,
MULTI-MISSION
UNMANNED SYSTEM 
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AGILE PROPULSION: The vehicle is equipped with a new, agile
propulsion system. The prototype can reach a top speed of 17
knots but production systems will be able to reach 20 knots. A
ballast system is provided for fine depth control.

The vehicle can adopt a
vertical positionwith no
energy consumption.
Once in this position,
the AUSS deploys a
mast for surveillance
and intelligence-
gathering missions.

The AUSS can also be
used as a conventional
unmanned underwater
vehicle for detection and
identification of mines.

In the civil sector, the AUSS
can be used for pipeline or
undersea cable inspection.

2

1

3

AUTONOMY: The AUSS offers
two weeks’ endurance. Missions
can be programmed in advance,
but the system is also capable of
autonomous decision-making.
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EN IMAGE READY FOR 
TAKE-OFF!
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E. HUBERDEAU
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A French Navy E-2C Hawkeye prepares
for take-off from the Charles de Gaulle
aircraft carrier.
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